Abstract. In a first part neutrino properties are presented from the beginnings through the letter of Wolfgang Pauli on 4. December 1930 suggesting a new neutral fermion to the "Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen" at a Conference in Tübingen, contributing to the first oscillation cycle, based on my review at the meeting "Neutrino Telescopes in Venice" in 2005. cited in [1] . In the remaining part I shall present a selection of neutrino properties featuring the structure of mass and mixing of the light and heavy neutrino flavors, a symmetric , complex 6 by 6 matrix within the unifying SO10 gauge group, and present prospects for the detection of the leptonflavor violating processes B s → µ e ; B → K µ e, also such involving b-flavored baryons .
Lets call the above extension of the standard model the 'minimal nu-extended SM', cited in references [5] , [8] , [9] , in the the general vectorlike situation. 
The right-chiral base fields are then associated to 1 for 1
The matrix ε is the symplectic (S p (1)) unit, as implicit in Ettore Majorana's original paper cited in ref. [3] . The local gauge theory is based on the gauge (sub-) group
... why ? why 'tilt to the left' ? we sidestep a historical overview here !
Yukawa interactions and mass terms
The doublet(s) of scalars are related to the 'tilt to the left' .
The green entries in eq. (4) denote singlets under S U2 L . The quantity z is associated with the quaternionic or octonionic structure inherent to the ( 2 , 2 ) representation of S U2 L ⊗ S U2 R (beyond the electroweak gauge group ) as described in ref. [6] .
The Yukawa couplings are of the form (notwithstanding the quaternionic or octonionic structure of scalar doublets)
Nγ F = εγ˙δ N˙δ F ; εγ˙δ = ε γδ = ε γδ (6) The only allowed Yukawa couplings by S U2 L ⊗ U1 Y invariance are those in eq. (6) , with arbitrary complex couplings λ F F . Spontaneous breaking of S U2 L ⊗ U1 Y through the vacuum expected value(s)
independent of the space-time point x The implied parallelizable nature of z ( x ) is by far not trivial and relates in a wider context including triplet scalar representations to potential (nonabelian) monopoles and dyons. (no h.o.) , induces a neutrino mass term through the Yukawa couplings λ F F in eq. (6)
The matrix µ defined in eq. (8) is an arbitrary complex 3 × 3 matrix, analogous to the similarly induced mass matrices of charged leptons and quarks. In the setting of primary SO10 breakdown, a general (not symmetric) Yukawa coupling λ F F implies the existence in the scalar sector of at least two irreucible representations (16) ⊕ (120) key question → a 'drift' towards unnatural complexity ? It becomes even worse including the heavy neutrino mass terms : 256 (complex) scalars.
2 a) 'Mass from mixing' in vacuo or 'Seesaw' of type 1 neutrinos oscillate like neutral Kaons (yes, but how ?) -Bruno Pontecorvo We will come back to the clearly original idea in 1957 of Bruno Pontecorvo, cited in reference [7] .
but let me first complete the 'flow of thought' embedding neutrino masses in SO10.
The special feature, pertinent to (electrically neutral) neutrinos is, that the ν− extending degrees of freedom N are singlets under the whole SM gauge group In the present setup (minimal ν-extended SM), as cited in ref. [5] , the full neutrino mass term is thus of the form
Again within primary SO10 breakdown the full M extends the scalar sector to the representations (16) ⊕ (120) ⊕ (126) It is from here where the discussion -to the best of my knowledge -of the origin and magnitude of the light neutrino masses (re-) started in 1974 as documented below . For 'our world, tilted to the left' see ref. [10] .
Correct derivations were subsequently documented in references [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . We resume the discussion of the mass term in eq. (9) . Especially the 0 entry needs explanation. It is an exclusive property of the minimal ν-extension assumed here. Since the 'active' flavors ν F all carry I 3 w = 1 2 terms of the form
cannot arise as Lagrangean masses, except induced by an I w -triplet of scalars, developing a vacuum expected value, independent from the doublet(s) , key questions → quo vadis ? is this a valid explanation of the 'tilt to the left' ? no , at least insufficcient ! . From the Zauberlehrling by Goethe , cited in reference [15] .
Neutrino oscillations -historical overview
The idea that light neutrinos have mass and oscillate goes back to Bruno Pontecorvo, but starting with (para-) muonium -antimuonium oscillations [7] -like K 0 ↔ K 0 , [17] , introducing τ . Assuming CP conservation there are two equal mixtures of µ − e + and µ + e − with opposite CP values ± (at rest and using a semiclassical description of quantum states)
For the leptonium case the rest system is a good appoximation. The evolution of the CP ± states is then characterized by
This reconstructs to
and leads to the transition relative probabilities indeed identical to the
The term cos ∆ m τ in eq. (14) indeed signals ( e µ ) ↔ ( eµ ) oscillations, with
"Erstens kommt es anders, zweitens als man denkt." Not only this is clearly unobservable, but eq. (14) ignores CP violation ; (no h.o.) . Details of neutrino mass and mixing, which induces ∆ m in eqs. (14) (15) . "First it happens differently, second as one thinks."
From mesonium to neutrino's [16] .
What is to be remembered from reference [18] is the i d e a of neutrino oscillations, expressed in the corrected sentence : "The effects due to neutrino flavor transformations may not be observable in the laboratory, owing to the large R, but they will take place on an astronomical scale." The ( V − A ) × ( V − A ) form of the Fermi interaction which subsequently clarified the structure of neutrino emission and absorption, was documented almost contemporaneously [18] .
∆ m τ from rest system to beam system In notes to Jack Steinberger, lectures on "Elementary particle physics", ETHZ, Zurich WS 1966/67, not documented (again zigzag in time) . There is time dilatation from rest system to beam system, and also we express time in the beam system by distance ( c = 1 )
Then we replace ∆ m , for 12 beam oscillations
Thus we obtain , for any 12 oscillation phenomenon
It is apparently clear that m β γ = p represents the average beam momentum, yet this is not really so. Lets postpone the questions ( which p ? -which d ? ) . From eq. (18) it follows
The oscillation amplitude in vacuo (eq. 19) is well known, yet it contains 'subtleties' .
what means what ?
The semiclassical intuition from beam dynamics and optical interference is obvious. A well collimated and within ∆ | p | / p -or any similar definition of beam momentum spread -'monochromatic' beam is considered as a classical line, lets say along the positive z-axis, defining the mean direction from a definite production point ( x = 0 ) towards a detector, at distance d . But the associated operators for a single beam quantum (20) are subject to the uncertainty principle ( using units = 1 ) . The same is true for energy and time. Yet we are dealing in oscillations -with single quantum interference -and thus the spread from one beam quantum to the next is only yielding a 'good guess' of the actual expectation values, e.g. appearing in eq. (20) . The quantity p in the expression for the phase
essentially presupposes the single quantum production wave function, e.g. in 3 momentum space in a given fixed frame, propagating from a production time t P to a specific detection space-time point x D and characterized accounting for all quantum mechanical uncertainties by the distance d . In this framework p stands for the so evaluated single quantum expectation value This was the content of my notes to the lectures of Jack Steinberger in 1966: in reference [19] h.o.
This was implicit in (e.g.) references [8] and [9] and became obvious in discussing matter effects, specifically for neutrino oscillations (e.g. in the sun) . [25] and [24] .
The general remark hereto is Every conceivable coherent or incoherent phenomenon involving photons, is bound to happen (and more) with neutrinos: refraction, double refraction,Čerenkov radiation, · · · , see referfence [26] . The forward scattering amplitude and refractive index relation is (a semiclassical one) → plane wave distortion in the z-direction
N = mean number density of (target-) matter key question → which is the fully quantum mechanical description ? T = invariantly normalized (elastic-) scattering amplitude (22) for neutrinos indeed, tribute -to many who 'really did it' -and to a pioneer of solar physics and beyond (no h.o.) , cited in reference [27] . at low energy : 
The spinor field equation in the above semiclassical approximation, in (chiral) basis becomes -suppressing all indices -and allowing for an x dependent electron density
Here we substitute fields by wave functions From eq. (26) we obtain the 'squared' form
The purple quantities in eq. (27) give (e.g. in the sun) negligible effects for the light flavors → 0.
In eqs. (26-27) the mainly neutrinos have negative helicity, which can be specified precisely if the purple quantities are ignored, whereas the mainly antineutrinos carry positive helicity, in the ultrarel-
       + for neutrinos − for antineutrinos (27) The mass diagonalization yields correspondingly for the mixing in vacuo approximatively
In eq. (29) the red quantities refer to the three light flavors So for real (i.e. orthogonal) u , neutrinos distorted by electrons react identically to antineutrinos relative to positrons .
From Hans Bethe, cited in reference [27] , with apologies to Mikheyev and Smirnov and many. → Further references to the LMA solution can be found in a paper by Alexei Smirnov in reference [28] , as well as many references cited therein, (no h.o.) . 
See reference [29] . ∆ m 2 = 7.9 
Derivations are discussed in references [29] and [31] . See reference [37] .
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reactions :
Reference(s) to ν e ↔ ν x oscillations
For the Kamland collaboration see ref. [36] .
reaction : ν e + p → e − + n from ∼ 20 reactors → leading to the present best estimates for 3 flavor oscillations : How is the mass matrix of the form in eq. (9) diagonalized exactly ?
The at least perturbatively appropriate notion of mass in the assumed fundamental presence of gravity, has to be selfconsistently justified. It can then only have perturbative validity through a limited range of energies of multiparticle lepton scattering states.
Leptonic heavy gauge bosons, necessarily shall thus have masses low enough, to allow their decay amplitudes, i.e. their widths, to be calculated as if gravity effects are negligible, i.e. whence Poincar'e invariance, again approximately, holds.
EPJ Web of Conferences
We shall come back to this point in (a) subsequent section(s), leading to the formulation of the treaceanomaly in ref. [41] , whereby a seminal paper by Mikhail Shifman, Arkady Vainshtein and Valentin Zakharov showed me the way, in ref. [43] , after quite some time of derivation and checking.
For details in the derivation of the approximations displayed in eq. (37) I refer to ref. [46] . I should like -in commemoration of my former collaborator Bernhard Scheuner -to show a photograph of Heimenschwand, BE, the community where he was born in the southern Emmental .
Mass and Mixing of + light and heavy neutrino flavors
The details of the complex symmetric 6 by 6 matrix M was displayed in eqs. 9 and 35 -37 .
In the framework of three families of minimal neutrino mass extended fermions, within a unified or enveloping charge like gauge group , cited in references [41] , [42] .
It may be useful, to define the mass in a renormalization group covariant way, in which case it does not describe the physical mass of neutrino's, neither light nor heavy ones. Then it is necessary to use a loop expansion in the SO10 associated couplings, a procedure denoted loop expansion of physical neutrino mass. For a recent discussion of these issues let me refer to referemce [47] . → It must here be 'remembered' that the notion of physical neutrino mass in a unifying theory including gravity is not unconditionally defined, except after establishing conditions of (here) leptonic scattering amplitudes, for which local Poincaré covariance is a good approximation. It can not be an exact one, as follows from the spontaneous scale breaking induced by the trace anomaly, as exposed in references [41] and here at ICNFP2014, as cited in reference [42] . 2 Any realization of supersymmetry, global and/or local, containing a super Yang Mills structure in accord with our SO10 unification hypothesis, is broken on all scales as a consequence of the trace anomaly.
→ In reference [48] , Keith Olive considers the unification of the 3 charge like coupling constants, with the field content underlying SO10 unification, but without supersymmetry. First let me quote his introductory remarks "1. Introduction
For well over 30 years, supersymmetry and the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) have been prime examples of extensions beyond the standard model (SM) of strong and electroweak interactions. Apart from its algebraic beauty, there are many motivations for supersymmetry. These include the theory's ability to provide gauge coupling unification and address the gauge hierarchy problem.
→ It is well known that the additional fields predicted in the MSSM, if present at low energy, alter the running of the gauge couplings as shown in Fig. 1 ( → Fig. -2 ) . At one-loop, the running of the gauge couplings is given by This scale beeing of the order of 10 10 GeV is an independent derivation from the standard model → as referred to in eq. 41 above and the estimate, derived in eq. 38 repeated below :
In order to get the numerical relation in the last line of eq. 42, normal hierarchy for the three light masses and 1 meV for the mass of the lightest neutrino flavor have to be assumed. 
Upon hadronization the directly leptonnumber violating processes B s → µ e ; B → K µ e appear, which are within the reach of LHCb and Belle II . → I quote from ref. [49] : "Taking this approach and including the new LHCb result for R
, measuring lepton flavour universality (LFU) violation, the global significance for NP increased above the 5 σ level [50] . In addition, the combination of the ratios R (
ν also differs by 3.9 σ from its SM prediction. All together this strongly motivates to examine LFU violation in semileptonic B decays in the context of NP. Since b → s + − processes are semileptonic, leptoquarks (LQ) provide a natural explanation for these anomalies. They give tree-level contributions to these processes but contribute for example to ∆ F = 2 processes only at the loop level, therefore respecting the bounds from other flavour observables.
→ Furthermore, since in R ( D * ) an O(10%) effect compared to the tree-level SM is needed, also a NP tree-level effect is required. Here LQ are probably even the most promising solution. In fact ... a model for a simultaneous explanation of b → s + − data together with R ( D (HW) ) has been proposed which is compatible with the bounds from B K (HW) − ν ν , electroweak precision data and direct LHC searches ... . Interestingly, LQ also provide a natural solution to the anomaly in the magnetic moment of the muon due to the possible enhancement by m t / m µ through an internal chirality flipping .... The dots in the text quoted above and below stand for references quoted in ref. [49] , that are not essential for our discussion here. The model independent fit to R ( K ) and R ( K * ) allows for NP contributions to electrons or muons separately, but also to both simultaneously ... . " → "Once the other data on b → s µ + µ − is included, NP in muons is required but is only optional for electrons. However, the best fit value suggests a simultaneous NP contribution to electrons as well .... It is well known that once LQ couple to muons and electrons simultaneously, they give rise to lepton flavour violating B decays and to µ → e γ ... . Fig. 1 ( → Fig. - 
